
A quick kitchen refresh 
Vault™ Self-Trimming® apron-front kitchen sinks 
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Kohler provides a full line of Vault apron-front sinks,  

including top-mount and under-mount models.  

Top-Mount Kitchen Sinks: K-3935, K-3942, K-3944

Under-Mount Kitchen Sinks: K-3936, K-3943, K-3945

Features and Benefits

Combines traditional farmhouse style with the modern

look of stainless steel

Rear-oriented drains provide a larger bowl working area 

and more room under the cabinet

Deep, 9-inch bowl accommodates large cookware

A slimmer rim makes sweeping debris into the bowl easier

Double-equal sink for a 36" cabinet; single-bowl sink 

for 30" or 36" cabinets 

Overlaps the face of the cabinet—resulting in consistently  

beautiful results

Perfect Retrofit Option

 Will work with most existing countertops—including laminate

 No custom cabinetry required—retrofits to a standard base cabinet

  Includes a template to confirm Vault sink will retrofit to your existing  

 countertop and cabinets

 Reusing an existing countertop and cabinetry will give  

 your kitchen a fresh new look without the time and cost  

 of a full kitchen remodel

The farmhouse, or apron-front, sink is an icon of 

classic Americana kitchens. The foundry at  

Kohler Co. manufactured its first apron-front sink 

nearly 100 years ago. Today, we are building upon 

that legacy with an innovative stainless steel  

apron-front sink that redefines the category.
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SCAN HERE to see 

the Vault apron-front sink video. 

For a more traditional farmhouse sink look, choose the Whitehaven™  

Self-Trimming apron-front sink. Crafted in Kohler, Wisconsin, from  

enameled cast iron, it is guaranteed* not to chip, crack or burn. 

Stainless steel Self-Trimming®  
apron-front kitchen sink

A modern twist on an 

American classic. 

- - - -

* KOHLER® enameled cast iron sinks installed in North America carry a  

Lifetime Limited Warranty for as long as the original consumer purchaser owns his or her home.  

For complete warranty information, visit KOHLER.com.
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